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VAPOR RECOVERY
MOTOR PRECAUTIONS :

Securely package your vac motor cores to reduce movement and

insure wires are not susceptible to tearing, cutting or other damage 

while in transit.

Before shipping vapor recovery motor cores please evacuate all 

gasoline and vapors from the motor.

When packaging vac motor cores for return shipment please utilize 

the packaging material that the new motor replacement was sent

in or equivalent.

Do not allow thread compound (pipe dope ), metal shavings, dirt or 

debris to enter the motor. 

Do not drop the vapor recovery motor. 

Do not carry or handle the motor by the wiring harness. Be careful

not to pull, crimp, break or tear the wiring harness. 

Insure all filters are installed and properly in place. 

Store motors in a climate controlled environment prior to installation.

Prolonged exposure to non climate controlled conditions causes  

accelerated rust and corrosion.

The following items are not covered under Tronitec standard 

warranty for rebuilt vapor recovery motors :  

Deterioration or failure of motor and / or its parts due to excessive

gas build up from tank top offs. 

Motor failure due to foreign debris inside the motor such as metal 

shavings, dirt and / or thread compound.

Damage due to improper storage, handling, shipping or a drop. 

Please use the following precautions when handling vapor  

recovery motors :

Do not cut the wiring harness less than 3 inches from the base of the 

motor. This can render the core non repairable.
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